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Consider a polynomial system F=(f,, . . ..f.) in n variables with complex coefficients. A standard 
way to bound the number of isolated roots of F in C” rs to multiply and add the degrees of the_/; in 
a straightforward computation described explicitly by some variant of Btzout’s theorem. Unfortu- 
nately, even if one knows a priori which monomial terms will appear, this upper bound can be far 
from exact. In practice, one frequently knows which monomial terms will appear in a polynomial 
system before one actually decides to count or approximate its roots, so a fast accurate root count 
which takes this additional information into account is vital. 
We propose a much tighter upper bound on the number of isolated roots of F in C”, and give an 
explicit combinatorial geometric criterion for when it is exact. As a corollary we obtain a geometric 
characterization of the average-case computational complexity of root counting. Our root count is 
a formula derived from the theory of toric varieties and its computation involves finding the mixed 
volume of n shadowed polytopes m Iw” Our formula generalizes the BKK bound (Bernshtein, 1975; 
Kushnirenko, 1976; Khovanskii, 1978; Canny and Rojas, 1991) in four ways: 
(1) For any r-E (0, _. ., n}, our formula can be used to count the roots whose first r coordinates are 
nonzero. (The BKK bound only handles the r =n case.) As a corollary we obtain that for fixed n, all 
of these root counts (for generic F) can be done in time polynomial in the numbers of monomial 
terms of the&. 
(2) We refine Bernshtein’s (1975) algebraic criterion for exactness of the BKK bound into 
a complete classification of the subsets of the coefficients of F whose genericity guarantees exactness 
in our generalized bound. 
(3) Our results are stated in terms of arbitrary algebraically closed fields of any characteristic. 
(The BKK bound was originally stated only over the complex numbers.) 
(4) We generalize all of the above to results on the number of (n -k)-dimensional components of 
the zero set of (fr,...,X) when k<n. 
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The classification in (2) also leads to an interesting new result in convex geometry and gives an 
additional insight to recent work by Canny. Emiris, Pedersen and Sturmfels on the sparse resultant 
(Canny and Emiris. 1993; Pedersen and Sturmfels, 1993). As a corollary of (1) and (2) we obtain a new 
method for choosing start systems for homotopy algorithms for solving polynomial systems. We 
also consider various examples among them, multilinear systems. the generalized eigenvalue 
problem, and the cyclic n-root problem from Fourier analysis. 
1. Introduction 
We will generalize some recent results from the theory of root counts for poly- 
nomial systems [5,29,26, 121 and advance them to a more algorithmic state. Our 
techniques consist of reducing root counting problems to convex and combinatorial 
geometric problems, and further sharpening this equivalence. The two most impor- 
tant equivalences we will establish, refine, and use are the following. 
(1) The number of roots of a polynomial system can be computed (generically) as 
a mixed volume of certain polytopes. 
(2) The relation between the coefficients of the polynomials and the genericity 
mentioned in (1) can be described precisely by certain convex geometric invariants. 
As a corollary, we will see that counting roots, on average, is the same thing as 
calculating a mixed volume. 
More precisely, let K be an algebraically closed field of arbitrary characteristic. For 
instance, K can be the complex numbers or the algebraic closure of a finite field. Let 
kdn and let fi, . . . ..fk be nonzero polynomials in n variables with coefficients in K. 
Also, for all i, let Ei be the set of exponent vectors of the monomial terms ofA which 
have nonzero coefficient. (Each Ei is called the support ofA.) Then the convex hull 
structure of the k-tuple E :=(E,, . . . . EJ is intimately related to the intersection number 
of the k-tuple F I= (.fi, . ., fj). 
The intersection number of the polynomial system F gives us information about the 
number of proper irreducible components of F in K”. (When k=n, this number is 
precisely the number of isolated roots counted with multiplicity.) By a proper 
irreducible component W of F in K” we will mean an (n - k)-dimensional irreducible 
component of the zero set of F in K”. The degree of W, deg W, is the cardinality of 
WnY where P’ is a generic k-dimensional flat. The intersection multiplicity of Win 
F is denoted ,U ( W, F) and the sum of ,U ( W, F) deg W over all such W is the intersection 
number of F. 
By the convex hull structure of E we will mean, among other things, a numerical 
invariant: the O-shadowed mixed volume, A’,( .), of a certain n-tuple of polytopes 
related to E. The function =HO( .) takes as inputs n-tuples of polytopes in R” or n-tuples 
of nonempty finite point sets in KY, and always outputs a nonnegative real number. 
The n-tuple related to E is defined as follows: let d:=(P,, .., Pk) be any k-tuple of 
polytopes satisfying Pi 1 Ei for all i. Also let d be the n-simplex Conv (0, &1, . ., c!,,) in 
KY. Then our numerical invariant of interest will be JZO (9; d, n - k)-the O-shadowed 
mixed volume of the n-tuple (PI, . . . . P,, A, . . . . A). 
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All of the preceding notions are completely defined in the next section. The 
relationship between E and F may now be described as follows. 
Main Theorem 1 (Special case). Suppose F =(fi, . .,fk) is a polynomial system and 9 is 
any k-tuple of polytopes in R” containing the k-tuple of supports of F. Also let C&(n) be 
the set of proper irreducible components of F in IS’. Then 
(1) 
Remark 1. Section 3 has the complete statement of Main Theorem 1. The O-shadowed 
mixed volume of an n-tuple of polytopes is actually easier to compute (on average) 
than the ordinary mixed volume of the same n-tuple, and these computations are 
discussed in Section 5. 
The above special case also includes Bezout’s theorem, all its multihomogeneous 
versions (see [6,33,42,32,44,50]), and its higher dimensional versions (see [24, 42, 18, 
Ch. 121) as special cases. When k = n the above result already generalizes the bounds 
found in [S, 29,261 which only counted roots in (C*)“. Sections 2 and 4 contain further 
details and examples. 
We may also determine when the bound (1) is exact as follows: let Yn- ’ denote the 
unit (n - 1)-sphere centered at the origin in KY’, and Hem: (n) the intersection of ,Y”- ’ 
with the nonnegative orthant in If%“. Let I,, . ,I, _k be generic nonhomogeneous linear 
forms in n variables, and F”:=( fi, . . . ,fk, 11, . . . , lnmk). Then for each point WEP”-’ 
there corresponds an overdetermined polynomial system f;,O whose monomial terms 
are a subset of those of F. These f’” ip,o.are called initial term systems and are completely 
defined in the next section. For any given F, there are only finitely many FT., which 
can occur and we have the following result. 
Main Theorem 2 (Special case). Following the notation of Main Theorem 1, assume 
additionally that all the vertices of the Pi have integer coordinates. Then the following 
conditions: 
(1) For all wcY”-‘\H em,’ (n), the zero set of F1,“,, in (K*)” is empty, and 
(2) for all wEHem,+( the zero set of F” ),. in (K*)” is empty or has dimension S(w), 
where 6(w) is the number of nonzero coordinates of w 
imply that equality holds in (1) and that F has only proper components in K”. Further- 
more, the converse holds if JY~(~; A, n-k) > 0. 
Remark 2. This result generalizes a genericity condition due to Bernshtein [S] for 
when the standard unnormalized mixed volume [9, 16, 23, 361 counts roots in (C*) 
exactly. The full statement of Main Theorem 2 is in Section 3. 
In practice, however, Main Theorem 2 can be computationally difficult to verify 
and it is desirable to have a simpler condition which answers the following question. 
Which coefticients of the fi need to be generic for the bound (1) to be exact? 
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In particular, assume now that E is fixed and that all the nonzero coefficients of the 
.fi have been replaced by indeterminates. Call this entire set of indeterminate coeffi- 
cients (gE, and for any k-tuple D :=(D 1, . ., Dk) satisfying Di G Ei for all i, let %‘, be the 
corresponding subset of %‘,. That is, we index a coefficient by which5 it appears in and 
by what the exponent vector of its corresponding monomial term is. Further assume 
that .YP is the n-tuple of convex hulls of the Ei, and that F has only finitely many roots 
in @” when the coefficients cGE are chosen generically. We then say that D (0, n)-counts 
E iff for any choice of constants for gE\% D, a generic choice of constants for KD 
suffices to make the bound (1) exact. This notion is useful, for in practice polynomial 
systems frequently have many coefficients fixed a priori while the remaining coeffi- 
cients are to be determined later. 
A partial classification for these D (in the case of k=n) was given in [12, 393. The 
author, in his master’s thesis [39], conjectured an equivalence between this algebraic 
geometric problem and the convex/combinatorial geometric problem of classifying 
point sets which preserve (or fill) certain mixed volumes. More precisely, define D to 
(0, n)$iH E iff ,&‘O (D; A, n-k) = j fiio (E; A, n-k). (We adopt the convention of working 
with the convex hulls of the Di and Ei in the last equality.) Then counting and filling 
are equivalent, no longer conjecturally, in the following sense. 
Main Theorem 3 (Special case). Suppose A?‘~ (E; A,n- k)>O. Then D (0, n)-counts 
E o D (0, n)-fdls E. 
Remark 3. Many examples and simple special cases of the above result can be 
found in Sections 2.552.7 and 4, and analogous results for _&‘,, (E; A, n- k)=O 
can be found in Sections 2.5-2.7. See Section 3 for the full statement of Main 
Theorem 3. 
Given any k-tuple E, we can find many D which (O,n)-fill E, or, we can find out 
whether a given D (0, n)-fills E. The elements of our method are described in Sections 
2.332.7, but the actual algorithms will be dealt with in a subsequent paper. In essence, 
our last main theorem states that the intersection number of a polynomial system 
depends strongly on certain vertex coefficients, has almost no dependence on its 
internal coefficients, and depends weakly on its remaining coefficients. This partition- 
ing of coefficients is defined in the next section and is intimately related to the Newton 
polytopes of the system. 
Mixed volume bounds have great practical significance considering that root 
counting methods based on Bezout’s theorem typically overestimate the number of 
roots in K” of a nonhomogeneous polynomial system. Examples of this phenomenon 
occur in inverse kinematics [34,38,5 l] and computer graphics. Also, precise root 
counts for polynomial systems are germane to complexity bounds of many algorithms 
in computational algebra. For example, homotopy methods for solving polynomial 
systems [32,34,51,30,31] depend critically on accurate root counts in C”. In particu- 
lar, it is important to find sparse start systems which provide bounded root paths in 
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such a homotopy [47-491. The following corollary of Main Theorems 1 and 2, 
discussed further and proved in Section 4.4, solves this problem. 
Corollary 1 (Special case). Let F = (fi, . . .,fn) and G =(gl, . . ., g,) be complex polynomial 
systems in n variables, P(t) the n-tuple of Newton polytopes of the homotopy system 
(1 - t) F + tG, and suppose 4&‘, (P(0)) > 0. Then, for generic F and G, the homotopy root 
paths {itI<, a root of(l-t)F+tG, tE[O,l]} are a bounded subset of @” o A0 (9) is 
constant on [0, 11. 
Section 4 also describes several examples and other applications of our main 
theorems. In particular, we examine the n=2 case in depth and apply our results to 
multilinear systems, the generalized eigenvalue problem, and the cyclic n-root prob- 
lem from Fourier analysis. We also derive properties of the mixed volume which may 
be of independent interest. 
Section 5 deals with the computational complexity of the intersection number. We 
focus on the following unusual corollary of Main Theorems l-3. 
Corollary 2 (Special case). Fix n and E. Let K = @. Then given any bounded probability 
density function for the coeficients Vv, the intersection number of F is J%‘~(E; A, n-k) 
almost surely. 
In Section 3 we prove all our main theorems. We in fact state and prove versions of 
Main Theorems l-3 far more general than those stated above. In particular, we 
generalize all of the above to counting components lying in (K*)’ x K”-‘. (When k = n 
this means that for any rE{O, . . . . n} we can count the roots whose first r coordinates 
are nonzero.) We will thus restate our main theorems in terms of JZ,.( .), Q,(n), 
Hem,? (n), FT.,, (K*)’ x K”-‘, (r, n)-counting and (r, n)-filling. For example, the quanti- 
ty A,( .) is the r-shadowed mixed volume and reduces to the standard unnormalized 
mixed volume [9,16,23,36] when r = n. We will also vary the n-simplex A so that we 
can omit certain components from the set Q,(n). First, however, we will establish some 
necessary facts from convex and algebraic geometry. 
2. Background and terminology 
We will use some recent results and notation (from different mathematical areas) for 
which no one complete reference yet exists. Along the way we will also prove 
increasingly general special cases of Main Theorems l-3, hence the length of this 
section, We point out to the reader that Sections 2.5 and 2.6 are particularly central to 
our combinatorial geometric approach to root counting. 
We will use the following notation: 
- N = the positive integers; 
~ L = the ring of integers; 
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Q = the field of rational numbers; 
IF,= the finite field of p elements, where p is some prime number; 
R = the field of real numbers; 
[u,b]=the closed interval {x~Rluds<b}; 
Yp”- ’ = the (n- 1)-dimensional unit sphere centered at the origin in R”; 
C = the field of complex numbers, 
K = an algebraically closed field, e.g., 6, @ = fi, or [FP; 
G* = the nonzero elements of the additive group G; 
P(V)= the projective space of lines through the origin in the vector space V; 
J’[.x,, ., x,] = the ring of polynomials in x ,, . . . . x, with coefficients in the ring 9’; 
SC= the set-theoretic complement of the set S; 
ISI = the cardinality of the set S; 
(., .) = the standard inner-product on the vector space R”. 
_.I. Polynomial systems 
By a Laurent polynomial we will mean an element of the ring K [xf ‘, . ., x’ ‘1. For 
instance, $x;~x; 5 ’ x3 + J? is a Laurent polynomial. Henceforth, unless otherwise 
noted, all our polynomials will be Laurent polynomials. Any such polynomial can be 
written as 
f’(x)= 1 c,.? (2) 
EES 
for some nonempty finite S c Z” and some choice of constants in K for all the c,, where 
the equalities 
e=(e,, . . ..e.,), x=(x1, . . . . . X,), XC = x’;’ ) . . ., Xi” 
are understood. The set of e with cE #O is called the support of .f, Suppf, and 
in particular, SuppfsS. In practice, it is commonly the case that Suppf‘is known 
a priori and the c, are to be determined later, so we model this situation as 
follows. 
An indeterminate polynomiul kth support S is anJ‘satisfying (2), where instead the c, 
are considered as indeterminates over K. (We will assume throughout this paper that 
any set of indeterminates is algebraically independent over K.) Thus for an indetermi- 
nate polynomial,f, Suppf= S. Alternatively, once S is fixed, Klsi determines a K-vector 
space of polynomials via an indeterminate polynomial with support S. The usual 
family of polynomials in n variables with degree <d (corresponding to the indetermi- 
nate polynomial whose support is the set of integral points of an appropriate 
n-simplex) is now frequently referred to as the dense case. Thus indeterminate 
polynomials provide a common framework in which to discuss dense polynomials as 
well as sparse polynomials-those polynomials with a small fixed number of 
monomial terms. A good source of fascinating results involving sparse polynomials 
is [27]. 
Laurent polynomials can naturally be regarded as functions on (K*)” (and some- 
times (K*)* x KnPr) and we will later develop an algorithm for computing the intersec- 
tion numbers of k-tuples of these polynomials. More precisely, for 19 i< kbn, let 
E, c Z” be nonempty and finite, and let 
be an indeterminate polynomial with support Ei. The k-tuple F :=( ,fi, ..,fk) is an 
indeterminate polynomial system with support (E,, ., Ek). 
1 1 d i < k, eEEi} is referred to as a specialization. (More generally, specializa- 
tions introduce polynomial relations between indeterminates, but in this paper we will 
only allow assignments to constant values.) Thus a specialization of F determines 
a flat in _? parallel to some coordinate subspace-in fact, the subspace generated by 
the ci,e not yet specialized. 
Example 1. The indeterminate system 
determines a vector space of polynomial systems. In particular, E = ({ (O,O), (1, 0)}, 
((%O), (0, I)]), WE= {c~,(o,~), c~,(I,o), c2,(5,0), ~~,~o,~~), and gE=K4. If we specialize 
cI,(,,,,=3 and c~,(~,o)= 5, we are then left with the subset of polynomial systems 
corresponding to the flat (3, 5) x K2. 
2.2. Convex geometry 
For convenience, we will let 0 denote the origin in whatever Cartesian space we are 
working in. By a polytope in R” we will mean the closed convex hull, Conv, of 
a nonempty finite set of points in R”, i.e., the smallest closed convex set containing 
those points. Suppose C is a polytope or a nonempty finite point set in KY. Then for 
any WE KY’\ {0}, define C” to be the set of YEC where the inner-product (w, y) is 
minimized. Alternatively, C” is the intersection of C with its supporting hyperplane in 
the direction w. Note that we may scale w by any positive real number and still have 
the same C”. Also note that C” is always a subset of the topological boundary X of C. 
We thus call any point of a C”’ a boundary point of C and all other points of C internal. 
Note that C may have both boundary and internal points even when C is finite. The 
dimension of C, dim C, is the dimension of the smallest flat containing C. If (C,, . ., C,) 
is a k-tuple of polytopes or a k-tuple of nonempty finite point sets in R”, define 
(C,, . ..) CJJW=(CY, . ..) c;). 
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If dim C”‘= 0 we call C” a vertex of C. If C is a polytope then C” is also a polytope 
and we call C” the face of C with inner normal w. In particular, polytope faces of 
dimension 1 and n - 1 are respectively called edges and facets. A polytope in R” whose 
vertices all lie in Z” is called integral. Thus a face of an integral polytope is also an 
integral polytope. 
We let Vol( .) denote the standard volume in R” and use the convention 
V(C) := V(Conv (Cl) in case C is a finite point set. R-linear combinations of subsets of 
R” are defined naturally via the formula E,i Ci + ... + &Ck := {;Iipi + ... + &pk 1 Pi~Ci}, 
for ail R. To avoid problems with more general sums, we let 1’ denote the subset sum 
excluding all terms which are empty sets. It is a classical result from convex geometry 
(see [9] or [23]) that Vol (Ai Ci + ... + &Ck) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 
n in 1 bl, ..,I+ when all the ii are nonnegative. When k= n we can then define 
_&(Ci, . ..) C,), the n-dimensional mixed volume of (C,, . . ., C,), to be the coefficient of 
21 . . . in in the polynomial Vol(A,C, + ... +&C,). 
We abbreviate &!‘(Ci ,..., C,) by A!‘(C,;...;C,;C,n-k) when Ck+i=...= 
C, = C. Also when Ci, . . . . Ck are finite point sets and C is a polytope, we define 
_&!‘(Ci; . . . ; Ck; C, n- k) in the most natural way as ,&‘(Conv (C,}; . . ; Conv {C,}; 
C, n-k). In general, we can give .,ti (C,, ., C,) the following explicit formula: 
C (-l)“-“IV01 CCi 
O#IC(l....,fl} ( ) ieI 
via a standard interpolation trick for homogeneous polynomials. However, for n > 2, 
this formula is usually not the best way to compute a mixed volume. See Section 5 for 
some practical heuristics. 
The n-tuple (C,, . . ., C,) is said to be dependent iff for some nonempty I E { 1,. . ., n}, 
dim Cis, Ci < 111. Some basic properties of the mixed volume are the following. 
(1) ~Y(ci, ., C,) is invariant under translation of any of the Ci, and invariant under 
mutual identical siL,,(R)-action on all the Ci. 
(2) &(Ci, . . . . C,)=Oo(C1, . . . . C,) is dependent. 
(3) ,&(C, . ., C)= n! Vol(C) for any polytope or nonempty finite point set Cc IL!“. 
(4) &(Ci, . . . . C,) is a symmetric multilinear function in the Ci (under nonnegative 
linear combinations). 
(5) C,GC\ *Jzz(C1,Cz,..., C,)<,@(C;, Cz, . . . . C,). In particular, JZ( .) is always 
nonnegative (by 2). 
The last statement is a monotonicity property which we will greatly refine in 
Corollary 9 of Section 4.7. All that we have stated in this paragraph and the preceding 
one holds for arbitrary convex bodies (nonempty bounded convex sets) as well as 
polytopes and finite point sets in R”. However, for polytopes and finite point sets, we 
have the following additional property: 
(6) d(C1, . . . . C,) is an integer if (C,, . ., C,) is an n-tuple of integral polytopes or an 
n-tuple of nonempty finite sets of integral points. 
Mixed volume was originally derived in the late 19th century by Minkowksi. For 
a more detailed discussion of these definitions, we refer the reader to [9,16,23,36]. We 
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remark, however, that the complexity of computing a mixed volume was an open 
problem until recently. For important earlier work related to this area see [22], and 
for a paper dealing directly with the complexity of computing a mixed volume see 
[15]. Implications for root counting are discussed in Section 5. 
2.3 Mixed volumes and root counts 
A particularly important integral polytope arises canonically from a given poly- 
nomial. When f is a polynomial (indeterminate or otherwise), its Newton polytope is 
defined to be Newt(f) = Conv { Suppf}. There is a rich interplay between the zero set 
off and the face structure of Newt(f). Toward this end, let S = Suppf; and for any 
weight WEY”-~ define the initial term polynomial 
f”(X) I= c c,xe. 
C?ESW 
If we let C ?S (or equivalently, Conv {C} ~Newt (f)) we may define the relativized 
initial term polynomial 
fc”(x) := c c,xe. 
eePnS 
Note that the two notions coincide when C is Newt (f) or Suppf: 
Example 2. Let f(x,,x2)=c (~,~~+c(~,~~x~+c(~,~~x~ and w=(-i,i a). Then f” is 
c(~,~)x~. If we instead choose w=(- 1, - 1) thenf” is c(~,~~x~ +c~~,~~x~. 
Example 3. Letfbe as in the previous example and C = [0, 112. Then the relativized 
initial term polynomialfk- ‘, - ‘) is 0. H owever, the initial term polynomialsf”,O’ and 
fg,‘) are both c(~,~) +c(~,~) x2. 
For a polynomial system (indeterminate or otherwise) F = (fl, . . .,fk), we define the 
initial term system F” :=(fy, . . ., fk”‘). If the k-tuple (Cl, . . ., C,) satisfies Ci 2 Supph for 
all i, we say that (Cl, . . ..C.) contains the k-tuple of supports of F, and we define the 
relativized initial term system F;“,. _,c,j to be (( fi)F,, . . ., ( fk)Fk). In particular, note that 
F”‘=F;“,,~.. c,j when (C,, . ., C,) is (Newt (fJ, . . ., Newt ( fk)) or (Suppf,, . . ., Suppf,). 
Also note that for fixed F and (C1,...,Ck), the set {F;“,+ .C,,I~~YP”-l} is finite; it 
suffices to use for w the inner face normals of Conv {Cl + ... + C,}. 
The boundary (resp. internal) coefficients off are the c, with e a boundary (resp. 
internal) point of S. Also, the vertex coefficients off are the c, with e a vertex of 
Conv (S). Note that a vertex coefficient is a boundary coefficient, but not necessarily 
vice-versa. A boundary, internal, or vertex coefficient of F is respectively a boundary, 
internal, or vertex coefficient ofJ for some i. (This partitioning of coefficients can also 
be relativized to (Cl, . . ., C,) in an obvious way.) 
Example 4. Let f(x,, x2) = c(~,~) +c (1,1)x1x2+c(1.0)x1 +c(3,0)x:+c(0,3)x2. 3 Then the 
Newton polytope off is the triangle Conv (0, (3,0), (0,3)} in the plane. The boundary, 
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internal, and vertex coefficients off‘are respectively {C (0.01, C(l.O), C(3,0)> %,3,>, {CU.l,f~ 
and {c~o,o~~ ~(3.0)~ q0,3) . > 
Clearly dim Cl= 1 Cp < n and the coefficients of F” are boundary coefficients of F for 
all WEAL- ‘. For the remainder of this section assume that all the coefficients of F are 
constants. The construction of FF,, , c,l introduces a dependence into the variables of 
F and the following proposition makes this notion precise. 
Proposition 1. Suppose [E(K*)” is a root of F,“,>,, ,c,, and w has rational coordinates. 
Then it” :=(iltW1, . . . . [,t”“) is a root qf F;“.,,,,,,ck, ,for all tEK*, and any choice of 
fractionul powers. 
Proof. For all iE{ 1, . . ..k} we have 
U);,(x)= c Cj,J eV ux,(i)=O 
EtCynStlppL 
and 
(,fi)F, (it”) = P@‘.=J (.jJF, (0 =o, 
where m(~, C) :=I$ (w, y). n 
Thus F,“,,.. .,CIl either has 0 or cxj many roots in (K*)“, and when k=n it is far more 
frequent that F,“,),,, ,(.., has no roots, as we will see in Section 2.5. More generally, 
a polynomial system that (,fi, . . . ..fk) satisfying dimC’Suppf,< k is called overdeter- 
mined. This definition coincides with the usual notion of too many equations in too 
few variables via a change of coordinates. 
Proposition 2. Suppose F = (.fi, . . .,,f,) is overdetermined and let d = dim 1’ Suppi. Then 
there is an II x n matrix A = [aij] with integer entries and determinant 1, such that 
fi(yA) :=fi(y”,l’...y~‘vz, . . . . ~$~‘...yi”“)~K[y~, . . . . yd] for all i. In particular, d<n. 
Remark 5. The change of variables x+/, when A satisfies the conditions above, is 
actually an isomorphism between the rings K[x: ‘, . ., x,f ‘1 and K [ yf ', . . , y' I], SO 
it preserves the root structure of F in (K*)“. 
Proof of Proposition 2. By assumption, there is a d-dimensional linear subspace 
Y c R” containing translates of Supp fi, .. ., Suppf,. However since these supports are 
all sets of points with integral coordinates, we may choose a lattice basis for Y-i.e., 
a basis for 9 consisting of integral vectors u 1, . _, ud which also generate the lattice 
9’nZ”. Pick vIr . . . . v,-~EZ” such that {ur, . . . . ud, vl, . . . . L’,_~} is a lattice basis for Z”. 
Then A = [u,, ., u,,, v 1, . ., v,,_J - ’ is precisely the matrix we need. 
Since the columns of the inverse of A are a lattice basis for Z”, det A = det A- ’ = 1 
and A has integral entries. Since A maps Y into tRd x {O}“-d, the proposition 
follows. 0 
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The result which inspired our current inquiry is the following paraphrase of 
Theorems A and B from [S]. 
Theorem 1. Suppose K = @, F = ( fi, . ., fn) is a polynomial system, and 9 is any n-tuple 
of polytopes in R” containing the n-tuple of supports of F. Then F has no more than 
&A’(9) isolated roots (counting multiplicities) in (@*)“. Also, F; has no roots in (@*)” for 
all w~.Y”-l *F has exactly A(P) roots (counting multiplicities) in (c*)“. Zf ,d(P)>O 
then the converse of the last assertion holds as well. 
Remark 6. Bernshtein’s theorem was also described in [29,26] and was nicknamed 
the “BKK bound” in [12]. 
When k = n, the n-tuple (C,, . ., C,) is said to be in general position iff for each w there 
is an i such that CT is a single vertex. So for example, if dim C > 0, the repeating n-tuple 
(C, . . ., C) is not in general position. Two useful immediate corollaries of the above 
theorem are the following. 
Corollary 3. Suppose K = c and (C,, . . ., C,) is the n-tuple of Newton polytopes or the 
n-tuple of supports of F =(fi, . . ..fn). Then (C,, . . . . C,) is in general position * F has 
exactly JZ(C1, .., C,) roots (counting multiplicities) in (c*)n. 
Remark 7. It can reasonably be conjectured that a polynomial system with randomly 
chosen monomial terms satisfies the main hypothesis of this corollary with very high 
probability. This stems from a folkloric fact from computational geometry: the convex 
hull of a random point set (using any bounded probability density function on W) is 
simplicial with probability 1. 
Remark 8. By using Theorems 2 and 3 (from Section 2.4) instead, we can remove the 
restriction K = @. The proof is almost completely identical. 
Proof of Corollary 3. Assume (C,, ., C,) is in general position and fix w. Then some 
J’” must be a single nonzero monomial. Hence F” = FzI, ,cn, has no roots in (@*)“, so 
by Theorem 1, we are done. 0 
Corollary 4. Suppose 22 = (Q1, ., Q,,) and 2’ = (Qll, . ., Q’,,) are n-tuples of polytopes in 
R” with rational vertices, such that .&‘(2’)>0 and QiG Qi for all i. If there is a w such 
that for all i, Q:“‘nQi = 8, then A! (22) < J&’ (22’). 
Proof. By multilinearity of the mixed volume, we may clear denominators and 
assume that $ and 2’ are integral. Now assume that F is a polynomial system with 
L? as its n-tuple of Newton polytopes, and that F has exactly JF(L?) roots (counting 
multiplicities) in (c*)n. (We will see in Section 2.5 that such systems occur generically.) 
Then F!J = 0, and by the converse portion of Theorem 1, F has strictly less than Jz’(2’) 
isolated roots (counting multiplicities) in (C*)n. The corollary follows. 0 
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Roughly, the latter corollary states that “uniformly shaving” an n-tuple of polytopes 
strictly decreases its mixed volume. We will refine Corollary 4 further in Sections 2.5 
and 2.6, and this extension will be used later to prove Main Theorem 3. 
2.4. Algebraic geometry 
Recall that the Zariski topology on KN is the topology generated by taking closed 
sets to be algebraic sets (zero sets of polynomial functions on K”). Henceforth, our 
main topology will be the Zariski topology. An aJfine variety is an irreducible closed 
set (one which cannot be decomposed into a nontrivial finite union of closed sets) and 
a quasi-afine variety is an open subset of an affine variety. Also, a subset of KN is said 
to be constructible if it is a finite union of quasi-affine varieties. Constructible sets are 
clearly closed under complementation, finite union, and finite intersection. They are 
also a step away in generality from semialgebraic sets, which we will not discuss here. 
Constructible sets are also closed under projection via the following standard 
topological version of elimination theory (see [35,42]). 
Proposition 3. Suppose U G KN is constructible. Then {(u,, ., ud) ) (ul, ., uN)E CJ} G 
KN- ’ is constructible. 
We note that a constructible set is dense iff it has nonempty interior; also an 
arbitrary subset of CN is dense in the Zariski topology iff it is dense in the standard 
topology. A basic fact we will use repeatedly is the following. 
Proposition 4. Any two dense constructible subsets of K” have dense constructible 
intersection. 
By a generic specialization of N indeterminates (or by a set of N indeterminates 
being generic) we will mean a selection of values lying in some a priori fixed dense 
constructible subset of KN. For a more detailed discussion of the Zariski topology, we 
refer the reader to [35,24,42]. 
We will need to further refine our notion of density. Let I, J G N an U c K”. Also let 
{ai}~=“=l be the standard basis for the vector space KN, and Y, the subspace of KN 
generated by {ei 1 iEln{ 1, . . . . N}). (By default, 9” = {O}.) By an l-slice of U, U,, we 
will mean the intersection of U with some translate of YI. Thus III= 0 + UI = { z}n U 
for some ZE KN, and II( = N * Ut = U. Clearly, constructible sets are closed under 
taking slices. We define nl to be the orthogonal projection mapping KN onto the 
subspace YI. If n, (U,) is dense in Y1, we call the I-slice U, dense. In particular, if J E I 
and every J-slice of U is dense, then every l-slice of U is dense. 
The following lemma will be very useful for proving certain subsets and slices to be 
dense. 
Lemma 1. Suppose U E K” (U not necessarily constructible), and the set 
jZE2 (,,...,N_l}I(Z+~~Ni)nU is dense) is dense in y:,. .N_,). Then U is dense. 
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Proof. Let V= {zeL(i,. N _ 1 1 I (z + 2’;N~) n U is dense} and let fl denote the closure of 
U. By considering { N}-slices of U, it easily follows that fl? V x K. We have assumed 
that V is dense in KN-’ x (O}, so by taking { 1, . . ., N - l}-slices of ii we see that 
ii=KN-i x K=KN. 
We will assume the reader to be familiar with the basic facts about polynomial 
ideals and algebraic varieties. Recall also that two varieties Yi, Y2 G K” intersect 
properly iff dim Yr n Y, = max {dim Y, + dim Y2 -n, - l}. (By default, an algebraic set 
of dimension - 1 is empty.) More generally, the components of Yr n Y, of dimension 
>max{dim Yi +dim Y2 -111, - l> (resp. =max {dim Y1 +dim Y2 --n, - l}) are called 
excess (resp. proper) components. These definitions generalize in a well-defined way to 
the intersection of k hypersurfaces in K”. For example, a proper component of such an 
intersection is a component of dimension n-k. Quite naturally, by a component of 
F we will really mean a component of the zero set of F. 
The following simple fact will be very useful. 
Proposition 5. In KN, suppose H is a hypersurface and Y is any nonempty algebraic set. 
Then dim Hn Y<dim Y if no irreducible component of Y is contained in H. 
Some more advanced knowledge we will need from algebraic geometry is the 
following fact from intersection theory [ 17,183: to any proper irreducible component 
W of F in K” one can canonically assign a positive integer ,u( W; F). This number is 
called the intersection multiplicity of Win F and intuititively, is the number of proper 
irreducible components W breaks up into under a generic perturbation of the system 
F. More rigourously, p( W; F) may be defined as follows: let I be the defining ideal of 
Wand R the localization of the ring K [x 1, . . ., x,] at I. Then p( W; F) is the length of 
the R-module R/(f,, . . ..fk). When W$(x, . ..xr=O}. it follows from basic 
commutative algebra that p( W; F) is unchanged if one instead uses 
R=K[x;‘,..., x,*~,x,+~ ,..., x,]~, i.e., the intersection multiplicity of Win F does not 
change if we consider Was a subvariety of (K*)* x K”-’ instead. 
The degree of W, deg W, is defined to be the cardinality of Wndip for a generic flat 
9’ with dim 9 = codim W. Note that when W is not a hypersurface, this definition can 
differ greatly from the usual definition in projective space. Bertini’s theorem 
[24,42,18] guarantees that this definition makes sense. In fact, provided 
W$ {x1 ... x,=0), one can also obtain that deg W remains the same if we make our 
definition relative to (K*)’ x K”-’ instead. 
Note that deg W= 1 when W is a point or a flat, and that an isolated point may 
have multiplicity greater than 1. (E.g., the root xi =5 of the polynomial 
(x1 - 5)’ X:E K [xl] has multiplicity 7). The quantity p( W; F) deg W is the intersection 
number of Win F and the sum of these numbers over all proper irreducible W is the 
intersection number of F. From our preceding remarks we see that the intersection 
number may also be defined relative to (K*)’ x K”-’ by simply excluding the terms 
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corresponding to WC {x1... x, = 0). Computing p( W; F) and deg W efficiently is ac- 
tually a topic of active research in computational algebra. In this paper, however, we 
concentrate on computing the intersection number of F. We will see that the intersec- 
tion number of F depends only on certain vertex coefficients of F and is almost 
completely independent of the remaining coefficients. However, we remark that the 
occurence of multiple roots (or components with multiplicity > 1) depends very much 
on the internal coefficients of F. 
The most advanced knowledge we will require from algebraic geometry will be some 
familiarity with divisors on toric varieties and intersection theory e.g., [18, 191. We also 
recommend the excellent surveys [14] and [36]. However, explicit reference to these 
concepts is only made in the proofs of Theorem 3 (in this section) and 5 (in Section 2.6). 
The following two theorems are a first step in proving Main Theorems 1 and 2. In 
essence, they are the k = r = n cases of Main Theorems 1 and 2. 
Theorem 2. Suppose F = (.f;, . .,.f,) 1s u polynomial system and 9 is an n-tuple of 
polytopes in R” containing the n-tuple of supports qf F. Let Q be the set of isolated roots 
of F in (K*)“. Then 
(3) 
Proof. This theorem appears as a proposition in [19, Ch. 5, p. 1221. It is stated in the 
case where K = C and 9 is assumed to be the n-tuple of Newton polytopes of F, but 
removing these restrictions is easy. The latter restriction can be removed simply by the 
monotonicity property of the mixed volume. As for generalizing to arbitrary algebra- 
ically closed K, Fulton’s proof of the K = C case is unique in that it is based on 
intersection theory (see [lS, Ch. l&2,12]) and generalizes immediately to arbitrary 
algebraically closed K with no extra effort. (This is not true of many past proofs of 
Bernshtein’s theorem.) 0 
Theorem 3. Following the notation of Theorem 2, assume additionally that all the Pi are 
integral polytopes. Then FT has no roots in (K*)“,for all WE.Y~-~ * equality holds in (3) 
and the roots of F in (K*)” are all isolated. Furthermore, the converse holds if~H (9) > 0. 
Remark 9. The K # C case is surprisingly absent from the literature. Bernshtein’s 
proof [S] of the K = @ case of this theorem is an elegant application of Puiseux series. 
Unfortunately this approach does not work in characteristic p, so we will instead 
recast Bernshtein’s insight in the language of Fulton’s proof of Theorem 2. 
Proof. The facts we state in the following three paragraphs may be found in their full 
generality in [36,19], and a more leisurely exposition of the background for this proof 
can be found in [41]. The basic idea behind this proof is that by embedding (K*)” in 
a suitable toric variety, the genericity condition above arises from naturally from the 
new structure attached to F and 9. 
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Let T:= (IS*)” and P := Pi + ... + I’,. If dim P < n then there is a WEY- ’ such that 
P” = P. This implies that .&Y(P)=0 and that the theorem is trivially true. Hence we 
will assume that dim P=n. 
Let & be the dual fan of P and T9 the toric variety over K corresponding to p?. 
The toric variety & is n-dimensional, irreducible, and (because dim P = n) complete. 
Furthermore, YP has a natural T-action such that to each face P” of P there 
corresponds a unique T-orbit 0, c&, and vice-versa. Any orbit 0, is an open 
subvariety of its closure V,, and V, is a closed subvariety of yY that is again a toric 
variety. Also dim 0,=dim V,=dim P”. 
Now & can be written as the disjoint union u,,, 0, of all its T-orbits. In particular, 
Oo z T and thus (K*)” =-+&,. The remaining 0, with w~P’-i can be thought of as 
“lying at co” via the following two facts: 
(1) The closure in & of any curve in (K*)” must intersect some 0, with WE.!?- ‘. 
(2) The system F,” has a root in (K*)” o the closure of the zero set of F in 
FY intersects 0,. 
To each polytope Pi there corresponds a T-invariant Cartier divisor &i such that the 
cycle class degree (8 1 . .a,) is precisely J&‘(Y). Moreover, the bi have the property 
that gi := di + div(J) is effective and supported precisely on the closure of the zero set 
ofJ in rq. Also, the line bundle O(gi) is generated by its sections. Thus by [lS, Thm. 
12.21 the intersection number of F is bounded above by ($Si . ... .9,,), which in turn is 
equal to (&, .f. &,) by rational equivalence. 
By (1) and (2) we see that the .&Z(P)=0 case follows immediately. We are thus left 
with the case A(P) > 0. However, when J?(P) > 0 it is easily verified (by checking the 
support functions of the Pi) that the line bundles O(Di) are ample (see [19, Ch. 3.41). 
Then by [18, Thm. 12.21 the intersection number of F is exactly (gl . ..’ Sn) iff the 
zero set of F in FP is zero-dimensional. Using (1) and (2) once more, our final case 
follows. 0 
Theorem 3 is extremely useful for it implies that F generically has only isolated 
roots and generically attains equality in the bound (3). In the next section we will 
prove a refinement of this fact. 
2.5. Subsets and subtuples 
Let D :=(Dl, . . . . Dk) and E := (E,, . . ., Ek) be k-tuples of finite subsets of Z” satisfying 
Di G Ei and EL # 8 for 1 < i < k < n. From now on we will simply say that E contains the 
k-tuple D, or D G E, for short. We will also abbreviate (Dl nE;, . . ., D,nE;) by DnE”. 
The same shorthand can be used for k-tuples of polytopes as well. In this section we 
will assume k=n. 
As before, let (C,, . . ., C,) be an n-tuple of polytopes or an n-tuple of finite point sets 
in R”. A nonempty subset Zc { 1, . . . . n> is said to be essential for (C,, . . . . C,) iff 
dim Ciel CL = 111- 1 and dim CiEJ Ci 2 IJl - 1 for all proper, nonempty J c I. (Alter- 
natively, when this condition holds, we sometimes say that (C,, . . ., C,) has essential 
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subset I.) Note the following equivalences: (C,, . . . . C,) has an essential subset- 
(C,, . . . . C,) is dependent o.,&(Ci, . . . . C,)=O. Essentiality is due to Sturmfels and is 
intimately related to the Newton polytope of a certain sparse resultant arising from 
E [43]. It will also be very useful in our analysis of how generically unsolvable a given 
overdetermined polynomial system is. 
More precisely, let F =(fi, . . ..fJ be an indeterminate polynomial system with 
n-tuple of supports E. Clearly F is unique up to naming the indeterminate coefficients. 
Recall that the set of coefficients of F is %?E={~i,eI 1bidn, eEEi}, and define 
go:= (ci.@ 1 1 <i< n, eEDJ. Let /1” be the set of specializations of %‘,s uch that F has 
exactly A!(E) roots (counting multiplicities) in (K*)“. (Recall that the set of all 
specializations of %5‘E is 2” = K lE1l+ “‘+ lEnI, so that IIEcgE.) By Theorem 3 and 
Proposition 3, we know that /iE is constructible. We will soon see that AE is dense in 
a very refined sense. 
By fixing a linear ordering on the coefficients WE, we may induce a linear ordering 
on the coordinates of g?“. In this way, we may speak of D-slices of AE, and it is clear 
that this definition of D-slice is independent of the linear ordering chosen for gE. We 
then say that D counts E iff every D-slice of /iE is dense. At this moment, the reader 
may wonder if there is even one D which counts E, i.e., is AE really dense? We will 
indeed show that E always counts E and in fact classify all other D which count E. We 
will also see that this definition is completely intrinsic in that it does not depend on the 
algebraically closed field K. 
Example 5 (The univuriute case). Let n = 1 and E = El = (0, . . ., d} for some positive 
integer d. Clearly then, any D=D1 containing {O,d} counts E. This is because the 
polynomial c0 + clx + ..f + cdxd has d roots (counting multiplicities) in K* iff cOcd #O, 
regardless of the values chosen for cl, . . ., cd_ 1. 
Example 6 (The linear case). Let A = [uij] be an n x n matrix with indeterminate 
entries, b=(b,, . . . . b,)T an indeterminate vector, and E = (0, zl, . ...&,}“. Then by 
Theorem 2 (better still, by basic linear algebra) the system Ax= b has at most 
J!(E)= 1 solution in (K*)“. Let D=({O,C?,}, . . . . (0, Z,}). Then D counts E. Equiva- 
lently, regardless of the other coefficients, we may generically pick b and the diagonal 
of A so that Ax = b has a unique solution in (K*)“. Note that D is minimal with respect 
to counting E. 
Example 7. Continuing Example 6, suppose instead that D = {HI, . . ., &,}“. Then D does 
not count E. This is because we may specialize the vector b to 0 and force any 
potentially unique solution of our system to be 0. Note that D is maximal with respect 
to not counting E, and gives the largest possible value of 1 +ZD 1among all subsets which 
do not count E. 
Example 8. Continuing Example 7, replace D by {O,Zi, . . .,i?j, . . ., 8,)“. (That is, D in- 
dexes all the indeterminate coefficients of the system Ax = b except for those in the 
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jth column of A.) Then D does not count E. Equivalently, we may set all the entries in 
the jth column of A to 0 to make det A vanish and thus obstruct Ax = b from having 
a unique solution. Note that D is also maximal with respect to not counting E. 
By an earlier remark on slices (in Section 2.4), it trivially follows that counting is 
a property which is closed under taking supersets. 
Proposition 6. Suppose D c D’ c E and assume D counts E. Then D’ counts E. 
The classification of the D which count E then reduces to the case A(E) =0 via the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 2. Suppose kk’(E)>O. Then D counts EoDnE” counts E”for all WEY’“-~. 
Proof. This is basically a reformulation of Bernshtein’s genericity condition [S] for 
exactness of the BKK bound. More precisely, the above assertion follows easily from 
Theorem 3. 
Let Aw c x”” be the set of specializations wE such that FE has no roots in (K*)“. Then 
by Theorem 3, ,4E= nwc:,+ j A”. We thus obtain that D counts E oevery D-slice of 
AE is dense o for all WEY~ ‘, every D-slice of A” is dense, and this last equivalence 
follows from proposition 4. 
Now fix w. Since Fg only involves the coefficients gEw, it is clear that modulo 
a permutation of coordinates A w = AEW x K”,where M=IEII+...+IE,I-lE~l-...- 
\E,“I. Hence every D-slice of Aw is dense o every (DnE”)-slice of AE” is dense o DnE” 
counts E”, and we are done. 
We now state the A(E)=0 case of our classification. This case is also the corner- 
stone to the proof of Main Theorem 3. 
Lemma 3. Assume JZ (E) = 0. Then D counts E ofor some I essential for E, Di # 8 for all 
iEl. In particular, E counts E. 
Remark 10. Note that this lemma (combined with Lemma 2) implies that the notion 
of one subset counting another is indeed independent of the base field K. 
Proof of Lemma 3. Order the coefficients %YE so that VD occurs first when listing the 
coordinates of r?“. Thus D-slices will be the same thing as { 1, ..., IDI\ + ... + IDnl}- 
slices. That E counts E will follow trivially from the direction we are about 
to prove. 
(-=)Without loss of generality, we may permute indices so that I = { 1, . . .,j}. By 
applying proposition 2 to ( fi, .,A), we may assume that this j-tuple of polynomials 
only involves the variables x1, ., xj_ 1. By Proposition 6, we may assume that IDi/ = 1 
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for all igl. Let ci be the coefficient offi corresponding to Di so that Vi0 = {cr, . . ., cj}. To 
prove that D counts E, we then need only show that every (1, . . .,j}-slice of AE is dense. 
Specialize %‘\VD with any selection of constants in K. This determines a general 
D-slice, /1, of /1”. Let Z(f;, . . . . . h) denote the zero set of (,fr, . . . . A) in (K*)j-*. With the 
notational difficulties aside, the proof is now almost trivial and we proceed inductive- 
ly: Choose cr so that Z(.f;)#(K*)j-‘. This choice is clearly generic (cl #O suffices). 
Next, choose ci+r so that dimZ(,fi+,)nZ(f,, . . . . ,fi) < j - i - 1. By Proposition 5, this 
can be done by fixing points izr), one for each irreducible component of Z(f;, . . .,fi), 
and picking ci+ , such that ,fi+,(z)#O for all ~E(z[]. Again, this choice is clearly 
generic. We thus obtain a set /10 c K’ such that (c,, . . ..cJE/~~ + F has no roots in 
(K*)j-‘. Clearly then, /l,,crr,, ,,; (/1) and this projection is injective. 
Thus to show that every D-slice of A” is dense, it suffices to show that & is dense in 
Kj. However, from our construction of A,, this follows easily by induction on j and 
Lemma 1. Therefore D counts E. 
(3) Let I’ = {iI Di #@I and assume I’ contains no I which is essential for E. We will 
complete our proof by showing that D does not count E. 
By permuting coordinates, we may assume that I’= { 1, ., j’}. By Proposition 6 we 
may assume that Di = Ei for all iEl’. Specialize the coefficients EE\gD to 0. Then to 
prove that D does not count E it suffices to show that this particular { 1, ., lE, / + ... + 
/Ej.I}-slice of /i” is not dense. Call this D-slice so determined il’. If I’ is empty 
then it is clear that A’= jO]nilE=8 and we are done. Let us therefore assume 
that j’> 1. 
For all ?E{ 1, . . . . n-j’), let Ei, :={0,2,, . . ..l?.,} and gi,(X) :=Ce,EE;, Ui,,.,X”. Also let E’ 
denote the n-tuple (E,, . . . . Ejs, E;, . . . . Eh-j,). By our assumptions on I’, and since 
dim E;, = n, we easily obtain that . &‘(E’) > 0. This simple geometric fact will imply that 
ii’ is not dense as follows. 
By the portion of Lemma 3 that we have already proved, it trivially follows that 
E’” counts itself for all u~EY-~. So by Lemma 2, E’ counts itself. In other words, 
U :={(...,Ci,e,... )x( . . . . ~i,,~, ,... )i(fr, . . . . fj,,gr, ..., gn_j,) has exactly OK 
roots (counting multiplicities) in (K*)“} 
is a dense constructible subset of KIEli+‘- +IE~J+(‘*Pj )“*+I). In particular, 
( ...,Ci,r, ...lEA; :=n~l....IE,I+ .-+IE,J)tU) a F = ( fi, . .,fjs, 0, ., 0) has at least one root 
in (K*)“. The set il; is clearly dense in K IE1lt”‘+lE~ I. By Proposition 4, it then follows 
that /i’ cannot be dense. 0 
From the last paragraph of its proof, Lemma 3 also has the following immediate 
corollary. 
Corollary 5. Assume .k’ (E) = 0. Then D does not count E * the complement of YDn AE 
is dense in 2’“. 
The following result was discovered by Canny in 1990 and generalized in [12,39]. 
We state it in our notation as an immediate corollary of Lemmata 2 and 3. 
Corollary 6. The n-tupEe of vertex sets of the Ei counts E. 
Thus A E is always dense and, indeed, strongly so. However, there are even smaller 
subsets of E which still count E. 
We thus arrive at our most important convex geometric definition: we will say that 
Dfills E iff .&(D)=&‘(E). Surprisingly, the classification of the D which fill E (or the 
natural geometric generalization of this problem) has apparently never been ad- 
dressed in the convex geometry literature. Obviously, the n-tuple of vertex sets of the 
Ei fills E, but a little experimentation soon shows that one can find even smaller 
subsets of E which still fill E. In this way, filling is nontrivial and the following lemma 
solves our classification problem. 
Lemma 4. Suppose A’(E) > 0. Then D Jilfs E o D ~ol~nts E. 
Remark 11. The A(E) = 0 classification is trivial: D fills E iff D c E and Di #8 for all i. 
Thus counting and filling are completely equivalent except for this case. 
Proof of Lemma 4. Our proof is a careful refinement of the tricks used in proving 
Corollaries 3 and 4. First, specialize the coefficients %‘E’\,%?D to 0. We may thus identify 
AD c x”” with a particular D-slice of A E, and by Corollary 6 we know that AD is dense. 
(3) Suppose D does not count E. Then by Lemma 2 there is a WE_Y~-’ such that 
DnE” does not count E”. By Lemma 3 this means that I’= (i/ DinE~#B) contains 
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Let A; be the set of specializations of %‘, such that FE” has at least one root in (K *)n, 
Then by Corollary 5, A; is dense. Proposition 4 tells us that A D n A; is dense. Thus we 
may specialize G??* such that: 
(I) F has exactly A’(D) roots (counting multiplicities) in (K*)“. 
(2) i$’ has a root in (K”)“. 
By Theorem 3 we immediately see that A’(D)<A(E), i.e. D does not fill E. 
(s=) By assumption, if we specialize %‘D within AD, F will have exactly &S!(E) roots 
(counting multiplicities) in (K *)=. By Theorem 2, F always has <&2’(D) isolated roots 
(counting multiplicities) in (K*)“. Thus A%‘(E) <_&f(D). By monotonicity of the mixed 
volume, Af(D)<A’(E). Hence D fills E. 
The above results are a simpli~cation and extension of an earlier coefficient subset 
classification called the ID cover [IZ, 391. Combining all that we have done above, we 
have the foundations of an algorithm for the following enumeration and decision 
problems. 
(1) List all Z, which fill E. 
(2) Does a given D fill E? 
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We also note that these algorithms relate to the combinatorics of the sparse resultant 
[43], but we will not pursue this direction here. 
Lemmata 2 and 3 immediately suggest simple greedy algorithms for the above 
problems. The construction of these algorithms however, will be discussed in a forth- 
coming paper. In the mean time we state the final combinatorial geometric definition 
of this section: we will say that E is irveducihle iff D #E * &Y(D) < AZ(E). (Remember 
that we have assumed DG E.) Note that by our preceding work, E irreducible 
3 .,&‘((E)>O. The classification of irreducible E is an important subproblem of the 
enumeration and decision problems stated above, and we will describe the n = 2 case 
of irreducibility more explicitly in Section 4.1. 
2.6. Shadows and perturhutions 
From now on we will assume all our polynomials to be such that the variables 
X rfl, . ..J-n only occur with nonnegative exponents. In this section we will also 
assume that k=n. 
Let Cone,?(n) denote the set of all nonnegative linear combinations of the vectors 
L 
e,, 1, . . ., Cn in iw”. Thus when r is II, n- 1, or 0, Cone,!(n) is respectively IO>, the ray 
from 0 through the point (0, . . . . O,l), or the nonnegative orthant of iw”. (More 
generally, an arbitrary cone in 1w” is the set of all nonnegative linear combinations of 
a finite set of vectors in IWn.) We let Cone;(n) be the dual cone of Cone,?(n)-i.e., the 
cone { JIE Iw” I( y +, y ) 3 0 for all y+~Cone: (PZ) j. Thus when r is n, n - 1 or 0, Cone, (n) 
is respectively 5X”, the closed upper half-space of [w”, or Cone,‘(n). 
For any polytope or finite point set C lying in Cone;(n), its r-shadow, Shad,(C), is 
defined to be the convex hull of C and {z,(C) 112 { 1, . . . . r]) (I=@ is allowed). 
Alternatively, we may define the r-shadow of C to be the following union of (n-r)- 
dimensional intervals: 
t._j (L’l, . . . . L‘~)xco,J'~+llx~'~xco~!i,l. 
?=(?I, . ..y.)ECom [C) 
The latter definition is actually more desirable computationally and this is explained 
in Section 5. Note that Conv{C} ~Shad,(C) and Shad,(C)=Conv{C). 
Shadows occur naturally from perturbing the variables of a polynomial as follows: 
if a=(~,+ 1, . . . ,e,) is an indeterminate vector and we make the substitution 
XHS + {0}’ x I; in j(x), we get a new polynomial fr(x) whose coefficients are poly- 
nomials in e. This changes Suppfand if we let P, := Newt(.fE), one can easily check that 
P,: = Shad,(Suppf‘) by expanding multinomials. 
Define Hem~(n):=,YnP’nfCone~(n) and Eq,(n):=~P”‘n{y~[W”~y,+,+~~~+ 
Ye=+}. So Eq,(n)=@, and for r < n, Eq,(n) is an (n-2)-sphere separating Hem,? (n) 
and Hem;(n) on the manifold ,Y”- ‘. It is easily verified that every face of Shad,(C) 
has an inner normal in Hem: (n)uHem; (n)uEq,(n), and thus shadowing a polytope 
usually simplifies its face structure. In particular, note that Hem;(n)uHemi (n) 
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occupies only l/2”- 1 of 9”- i. Moreover, for all wEHem: (n), dim Shad,(C)“= 
n--6(w) where 6(w) is the number of nonzero coordinates of w. 
If (C,, . ..) C,) is an 12-tuple of polytopes or an n-tuple of finite point sets in 
Cone;(n), define &,(C,, . . . . C,):=&Y(Shad,(C,), . . . . Shad,(C,)) to be the r- 
shadowed mixed volume of (C,, . . . . C,). Note that &‘,,(C i , . , C,) = ..&‘(C i , . . . , C,). 
Also note that r i < r2 a,@,, (C i, . . , C,) 3 _&‘,.,( C i , . . . , C,) and that the r-shadowed 
mixed volume is neither translation invariant nor Sk,,(R)-invariant when r < n. This 
definition of .,&‘J .) supercedes an earlier one given by the author in [40]. 
Shadows and shadowed mixed volumes are important for the following reason: 
Suppose we apply the above change of variables to a polynomial system 
F=(f,, . . . , j,), all of whose coefficients are constants. Then the set of specializations of 
E for which all the isolated roots of F lie in (K*)” is the complement of a finite union of 
hyperplanes in K n-r. Moreover, the set of specializations of E for which Newt((fi),)= 
Shad,(Supp h) remains true is also the complement of a finite union of hypersurfaces 
in K”-‘. Since these two sets have nonempty (in fact dense) intersection in K”-‘, we 
may immediately generalize Theorem 2 as follows. 
Theorem 4. Suppose F =( fi, . . . . f,) is a polynomial system and 9 is any n-tuple of 
polytopes in R” containing the n-tuple of supports of F. Also let 52, be the set of isolated 
roots of F in (K *)I x K”-‘. Then 
We may also determine when the bound (4) is exact as follows: for any WEY- ’ and 
rE{O, . . . . n}, define F,;,, :=((fi)G,;lad,(~lJ, . . ..(fn)Swhad.~~,,)). (So P’s,, is simply the G we 
already know.) Then the following generalization of Theorem 3 holds. 
Theorem 5. Following the notation of Theorem 4, assume additionally that all the Pi are 
integral polytopes. Then the following conditions: 
(1) For all wEHem; (n)u Eq,(n), the zero set of F,$,, in (K *)n is empty, and 
(2) For all weHem: (n), the zero set of F,” g,* in (K*)” is empty or has dimension 6(w) 
imply that equality holds in (4) and that the roots of F in (K *)’ x K”-’ are all isolated. 
Furthermore, the converse holds if A,( 9) > 0. 
Proof. Here we use a variant of the construction in the proof of Theorem 3: let 
P = Shad,(P, ) + ‘.. + Shad,(P,). We similarly obtain a fan which we will call Fy,, and 
a toric variety which we will call F9,,. (So Fy,,=Fy and .Fy., =&.) However, 
shadowing affects the structure of the toric variety TY,, in a very interesting way and 
this the main trick of our proof by virtue of the fact that P itself is an r-shadowed 
polytope, we obtain a natural embedding of (K*)* x K”-’ in Fy,,. 
In particular, if we let w E { 8, + 1 , . . . , t n) it is easily verified that I’, z K”- ‘. Thus, for 
all iE{r + 1, . . . . n>, we may identify the coordinate hyperplane (Xi =O> with I$. 
By refining this construction to all P” with wcHem: (n) we then obtain an embedding 
of (K*)‘x K”-’ in yY,,. The theorem then follows from an argument completely 
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parallel to that of Theorem 3, and we need only observe that for wEHem: (n), F$,, 
can also be obtained by setting certain xi to 0. The new condition (2) then arises 
naturally from forbidding excess components to lie in the coordinate subspaces of 
K*’ x K”-‘. I7 
Now just as in Section 2.5, Theorem 5 implies that F generically attains equality in 
the bound (4). However, for r<n, one must first make some assumptions about the 
n-tuple of supports of F for this assertion to make sense. For instance, if all the,f; are 
divisible by x,, it is clear that no matter how we choose our coefficients, the zero set of 
F in K” will always contain the excess component {x, =O}. This problem can 
sometimes be dealt with simply by dividing all thefi by xe for some appropriate eEZ”. 
However, circumventing this technicality in general will not concern us here. 
In any event, the generic equality of the bound (4) may be described as follows. Let 
D and E be as in Section 2.5, but now further restrict E so that for all i, Ei c Cone; (n). 
Again, assume that F is an indeterminate polynomial system with n-tuple of supports 
E. Our additional assumption on E is thus simply a repetition of the condition that 
X r + I, . . , X, never occur with negative exponents. We will say that D r-counts E iff for 
any selection of constants in K for ?YE\gD, a generic choice of constants in K for 
gD guarantees that F has exactly .Mr(E) roots (counting multiplicities) in 
(K*)‘x K”-‘. (Naturally the generic choice for Y$ depends on +ZE\KD.) Note that 
n-counting and counting (from Section 2.5) are the same thing. By defining iif to be 
the set of specializations of 4/ IE such that F has exactly .~A!,.(E) roots (counting 
multiplicities) in (K *)’ x K”-*, we may also give an equivalent definition in terms of 
slices just as in Section 2.5. Similar to Section 2.5, we will classify all D which r-count 
E. We will also see that the notion of one subset r-counting another is again 
independent of the algebraically closed field K. 
Example 9 (The Univariate case). Let n = 1 and E = El = (0, . . . , d} for some positive 
integer d. Then any D = D, containing {d] O-counts E. This is because the polynomial 
cO+cIx+...+cdxd has exactly J?‘,(E) = d roots (counting multiplicities) in 
K 0 c,,#O, regardless of cO,cl, . . . . cd&r. 
Example 10 (The linear case). Recalling Example 6, replace D by ( {gl }, . ., (S,>). 
Then D O-counts E, and we note that this D is only half as large as the one chosen in 
Example 6. D is also minimal with respect to O-counting E. 
Example 11. Recalling Example 8, D does not O-count E either. D is still maximal with 
respect to this property. 
The propositions and lemmata of Section 2.5 have natural extensions to r-counting. 
We begin with a simple observation. 
Proposition 7. The n-tuple (Shad,(E,)n Z”, . . . , Shad,(E,)nL”) r-counts itself. 
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Proof. Let E’:=(Shad,(E,)nZ”, . . . . Shad,(E,)nZ”). Then, by Corollary 6, E’ n- 
counts itself. Moreover, for a generic choice of the coefficients gE,, all the roots of F in 
(K*)‘x K”-* lie in (K *)n. This follows from Theorem 3 and the fact that for 
wEHem: (n), FtJJ’, is simply F with some the variables x,+ 1, . . , x, set to 0. Thus we are 
done. 0 
We may then trivially determine all E such that F generically has finitely many 
roots in (K *)” x K”-’ as follows. 
Proposition 8. E r-counts E o E r-counts (Shad,(E,)nZ”, . . ..Shad.(E,)nZ”). 
So to begin our classification, we will now assume that Et = Shad,(Ei) for all i. Note 
that this additional assumption is vacuous when r=n. It will also be helpful to 
introduce the notion almost essential: a (possibly empty) subset I G { 1, . , n> is said to 
be almost essential for E iff Iv(i) is essential for E for some ie { 1, , n]. 
The following proposition and lemma may be proved by exactly the same methods 
as those used in Section 2.5. The only critical difference in the proofs is to replace 
Y”-l by Hem,?(n) (or Hem;(n)uEq,(n)) and use Theorem 5 instead of Theorem 
3 wherever necessary. 
Proposition 9. Suppose D 2 D’c E and assume D r-counts E. Then D’ r-counts E. 
Lemma 5. Suppose A’,(E)>O. Then D r-counts E 0 the following conditions hold. 
(1) For all weHem; (n)uEq,(n), E” has an essential subset I” such that DinEr #@ 
for all iEl”, and 
(2) For all weHem,! (n), E” has an almost essential subset I” such that DinE,!“#@ 
for all iel”. 
In fact, since the sets Hem:(n) form a decreasing chain as r+O, (4) is exact increas- 
ingly often as r-+0. 
We now arrive at another important convex geometric definition: we will say that 
D r-fills E iff JY,(D)=.AZ,(E). Note that n-filling and filling (from Section 2.5) are the 
same thing. As observed in Section 2.5, the r= n classification of all such D has 
apparently never been addressed in the convex geometric literature. It is even less 
likely that the r<n case has been studied, but nevertheless, we give the following 
solution. Its proof is completely parallel to that of Lemma 4. 
Lemma 6. Suppose A!‘~(E)>O. Then D r-fills E o D r-counts E. 
Remark 12. The &Z,(E) = 0 classification is trivial: D r-fills E iff D c E and Dt # 0 for 
all i. Thus r-counting and r-filling are completely equivalent except for this case. Also 
note that this lemma implies that the definition of r-counting is independent of the 
base field K. 
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The enumeration and decision problems stated in Section 2.5 can then be extended 
naturally to r-filling and the results of this section provide the foundations of 
algorithms for these new problems. In particular, we may also speak of r-irreducibility 
by paralleling the definition of irreducibility in Section 2.5. These extended problems 
will also be dealt with in a subsequent paper. 
2.7. Generalizing to higher dimensions 
From here on we will finally allow k to be less than n and consider higher 
dimensional components. In particular, we now assume that F = ( fi, . . ,fk) is a k-tuple 
of polynomials. Remember that we have also assumed that the variables x,+ I, . . , x, 
never occur with negative exponents in any of our polynomials. 
From our definition of degree, we are lead to the following standard lemma from 
intersection theory. 
Lemma 7. Let 1 1, . . . , I, _k~ K [x 1, . . , x,] be generic nonhomogeneous linear forms, und 
define F +(,fi, . . . . X,ll, . . . . lnek). Th en the intersection numbers of F and F” in 
(K *)’ x K”-’ are equal. 
Proof. By Proposition 4 and the additive definition of the intersection number, it 
suffices to verify the case where the zero set of F in (K *)* x K”-’ is a single irreducible 
(n-k)-dimensional variety W. By multilinearity of the intersection product on div- 
isors ([18, Ch. l-21 or [19, Ch. 5]), we may assume that I*( W; F)= 1. The lemma then 
follows trivially from our definition of degree. 0 
Let d be the n-simplex Conv { 0, gl, . . , t,,} in [w”. Then, noting that d is the Newton 
polytope of a generic nonhomogeneous linear form in n variables, the following 
generalization of Theorem 4 is an immediate corollary of the above lemma. 
Theorem 6. Suppose F =( fi. . . . ..fk) is polynomial system und 9 is any k-tuple of 
polytopes in R” containing the k-tuple ofsupports of F. Also let Q,(n) be the set of proper 
irreducible components of F in (K *)I x K “-r. Then, 
,& ,,u(U’;F) deg W<.l’l’,(b;A, n-k). 
n 
(5) 
By replacing the n-simplex A with a smaller simplex, we may exclude certain 
components W from the sum in the left-hand side of (5). This is how we arrive at the 
full statement of Main Theorem 1 in Section 3. As for determining when the above 
shadowed mixed volume bound is exact, we can work with F,;., to obtain the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 7. Following the notution of Theorem 6, assume additionally that all the Pi ure 
integral polytopes. Then the ,ftillo\ving conditions, 
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(1) for all w~Hem;(n)uEq,(a), the zero set o~I%,~ in (K*)” is empty, and 
(2) for all wEHem: (n), the zero set ofF$,, in (K*)” has dimension <J(w) 
imply that equality holds in (4) and that F has only proper components in (K*)’ x K”-‘. 
Furthermore, the converse holds if Jz‘~( 9, A: n - k) > 0. 
Proof. Again, this follows straightforwardly from Lemma 7 and Theorem 5. The 
assumption that the linear forms II, . . . , I,_, are generic allows one to easily reduce the 
proof to the k = n case. C! 
Just as in Section 2.6, Theorem 7 implies that F generically attains equality in the 
bound (5). We will prove this in a refined sense by extending r-counting and r-filling to 
higher dimensions. 
Assume now that D are E are k-tuples satisfying the same conditions as the n-tuples 
in Section 2.5, and let F be an indeterminate polynomial system with k-tuple of 
supports E. We then define D to (r, n)-count E iff for any selection of constants in K for 
%‘s\%‘D, a generic choice of constants in K for %‘n guarantees that the intersection 
number of F in (K *)’ x K *-‘is exactly ,&,(E, A; n- k). Note that when E is an n-tuple, 
(I, n)-counting and r-counting are the same thing. Similar to Section 2.6, we will show 
that E always (r, +)-counts E and classify all other D which (r, nf-count E. Again, these 
definitions will be independent of the algebraically closed field K. 
Example 12 (Intersection of two trilinear surfaces). Suppose k =2, n = 3, and El and E2 
are the vertex set of the unit cube [0, I] 3. Then F describes a curve in I( 3 which is the 
intersection of two hypersurfaces defined by trilinear forms. From Bezout’s theorem 
one could easily guess that the degree of this affine curve is at most 9, but Theorem 
6 tells us that the degree is at most 6. (The resulting mixed volume computation is 
actually very simple and is described in Section 4.7.) One can also verify that 
({QU, 1, I)), ((0, 1, I), (LO, 1),(1, LO)f) (0,3)-counts E. 
Example 13 (The linear case). Now let A = [aij] be a k x n matrix with indeterminate 
entries, b = (b r, . . . . bt)* an indeterminate vector, and E = {O,gl, . . . . &,jk. Then the 
subsets which (O,n)-count E are easily seen to correspond to the monomials which 
occur in the determinantal conditions for when A has less than full rank. 
Lest we continue on a never-ending spiral of generalizations, the following theorem 
allows us to reduce all inquiries regarding (r, n)-counting to the case of r-counting. 
Theorem 8. Let C= {O, S1, . . . , (-:,,I. Then D (r, n)-counts E o the n-tuple 
(Dl,*..,&,C ,... , C) r-counts the n-tulle (E Ir . . . , Ek, C, . .., C). 
Proof. This follows easily from Theorem 7. •1 
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In particular, we see that one needs fewer and fewer coefficients of F to be generic as 
k--+1. This is simply because the last n-k sets in the n-tuple in theorem 8 never 
change. We thus obtain a simple way to understand the structure of (r, n)-counting. 
In particular, we easily see that the bound (5) is generically exact: simply use 
Theorem 8 and Lemma 5. The definition of (r,n)-filling then follows naturally: 
D (r, n)-fills E o .&‘,(D, A; n-k) = &‘,.(E, A; n-k). (r, n)-irreducibility is also defined 
in the most obvious way by mimicking the definition of the special case found in 
Section 2.5. 
The enumeration and decision problems stated in Section 2.5 can then be extended 
to (r, n)-filling and the results of this section provide the foundations of algorithms for 
these additional problems. In summary, a complete understanding of r-counting and 
r-filling gives one very precise knowledge about when mixed volumes generically 
compute intersection numbers exactly. 
3. Statements and proofs of our main theorems 
Define A, to be the s-simplex Conv { 0, $i, . , ii?,} in R”. We will prove the following 
theorems. 
Main Theorem 1. Suppose F =(,fi, . . , fk) is a polynomial system and 9 is any k-tuple ef 
polytopes in R” containing the k-tuple qf supports of‘ F. Also let Q,(s, n) be the set qf 
proper irreducible components of F in (K *)rx K”-* which ure not contained in 
{x1 . ..x.=O} an d are not parallel to the subspace Z’;s+ 1, ,,,.n;. Then, 
,,;, n) p( w; F)deg W<.&‘J~, A,; n- 4. 
r , 
(6) 
Proof. This is essentially a slight refinement of Theorem 6. One simply notes that 
when the linear forms 1 1, . . . ,I, _k are restricted to only involve the variables x 1, , x,, 
one clearly omits the components of F in (K *)” x K n-r which have a translate lying in 
Yc ,s+l ,..., ,,I. The theorem follows. 0 
Now let 1 1, . . . , l,_,eK [x1, . ,x,1 be generic nonhomogeneous linear forms and 
F1:=(f,, . . ,fk, 11, . ,ln_k). 
Main Theorem 2. Following the notation of‘ Main Theorem 1, assume additionally that 
all the Pi are integral polytopes. Then the following conditions, 
(1) for all wcHem;(n)uEq,(n), the zero set of‘F;,, in (K*)” is empty, and 
(2) ,for all wEHem:( the zero set qf F,“’ lP.r in (K *)” has dimension <6(w), imply that 
equality holds in (6) and that F has only proper components in (K *)I x K”-‘. Further- 
more, the converse holds if .&‘r(~9; A,Y, n - k) > 0. 
Proof. Using the observation in the proof of Main Theorem I, one simply mimicks 
the proof of Theorem 7. 0 
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Naturally, by replacing C by {0,&r, . . . , 6,) in Theorem 8, one can define (r, s, n)- 
counting if one desires. The same extension can be made to (r, s, n)-filling as well. 
Main Theorem 3. Suppose that =j&‘,(E, A,; n- k)>O. Then D (r,s, n)-counts E o D 
(r, s, n)-jills E. 
Proof. This is just Lemma 6 and Theorem 8 generalized slightly by replacing A 
by A,. 0 
4. Examples and applications 
In this section, we consider various applications of Main Theorems l-3. Our 
examples are chosen for their familiarity and to illustrate the simplicity of the resulting 
computations. 
We have already seen that the concepts of counting and filling (defined in Section 
2.5 and extended in Sections 2.6 and 2.7) tell us quite explicitly when the root count in 
Main Theorem 1 is exact. This question is thus reduced to a convex geometric 
problem which readily admits a combinatorial algorithm. Our first example illustrates 
this in the plane. 
4.1. The k=r=n=2 case 
Let F =(fi, f2) be a pair of bivariate indeterminate polynomials with support 
pair E=(Er,Ez). Then &(E)=Area(Conv{E,+E2})-Area(Conv{E,})- 
Area(Conv{E2}) and for a generic choice of coefficients, F has exactly .L(E) roots 
(counting multiplicities) in (K *)‘. (This follows from Main Theorem 1 and Corollary 
6.) We would like to do better, however, and determine which subsets of the coeffi- 
cients of F can be chosen arbitrarily while still leaving this root count generically 
exact. 
By Lemma 4, this is equivalent to the problem of determining which pairs 
D=(D1, D2) strictly contained in E satisfy &!(D)=,H(E). Any such D which is 
minimal with respect to this property is clearly irreducible (in the sense of Section 2.5) 
so let us now explicitly state which E are irreducible. 
Theorem 9. Suppose &(E)>O. Then (E,,E,) is irreducible o Conv{E,} and 
Conv { E,} have the same number of edges, and their unit inner normals alternate when 
plotted as points on 9’. 
Remark 13. If Conv{ Ei} is a single edge then simply pick one of its normals to be 
“inner”. 
Proof of Theorem 9. This follows easily from Lemma 2. 0 
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The above criterion can be restated in terms of graphs and the author conjectures 
that this combinatorial formulation generalizes to higher dimensions. 
4.2. Multilinear systems 
Suppose now thatf;, , fn~K [x 1,. . , x,,] and that eachfi has total degree <d and 
is multilinear. The last statement means that no Xj occurs infi with an exponent larger 
than 1. (Such systems occur naturally over Fz from the identity x2=x.) We will give 
a sharp upper bound on the number of roots of F=(f,, . . ..fn) in K” (for any 
algebraically closed K) which is significantly better than the traditional B&out 
bound. 
Let d(d) be the scaled n-simplex d 9 Conv {O, &r , . . , &,) and let P := [O, l]“nd (d). 
Thus P is a unit n-cube truncated in the direction (1, . . . , 1). Clearly then, the support of 
anyfi is a subset of Z”nP, and conversely, any subset of Z”nP can potentially be the 
support of an.fi. It is also easily seen that P contains x1(P) for all I c { 1, . , n}, and 
thus Shad,(P) = P for any rc [O, . , n >. So by Theorems 4 and 5 we quickly reach the 
following result. 
Proposition 10. Let rE (0, . . , n) and suppose F hasjnitely many roots in (K *)I x K”-‘. 
Then F has at most A’(Pn n) roofs in (K*)’ x K”-’ and, when the Newton polytoprs of 
F are all equal to P, this maximum is attuined genericully. 
The following proposition makes the above root count a little more explicit. It is 
quoted from an unpublished paper the author wrote during the summer of 1992 at the 
Center for Communications Research, Princeton. 
Proposition 11. 
,H(Pnn)= i (-1)’ y (d-i)“. 
i=O 0 
Proof. By the repetition identity for the mixed volume, we know that 
A(Pn n)=n! Vol(P) so we need only compute Vol(P). Recall that Vol(d (d))=d”/n! 
and consider the following weighted set union: 
d(d)\ u fei+d(d-1); 
I 
U ,‘i!, {6i+t?j+d(d-2)]\... (7) 
where the union terminates with an appropriate union or difference of the term 
{aI + .-.+C,}, according as d is even or odd. Then (7) describes a subset of d(d) 
consisting of integrally weighted points. Let w(~)EZ denote the weight of the point 
yEA( and let y(y) be the number of coordinates of y which are 3 1. It is easily 
checked that, 
Y(Y) 
o(y)= c (- l)i ,y =6(),(,) 
i=O i 1 
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where aij is the Kronecker delta. This last formula implies that the weighted union (7) 
is precisely Int P. Taking the n-volume of (7), our formula follows. 0 
Remark 14. The author is indebted to Eric Rains for a quick derivation of Proposi- 
tion 11. The formula itself, without proof, inspired the author’s proof above. 
Remark 15. David Lieberman suggested a beautiful connection between the above 
alternating sum and a certain Koszul complex. Also, Marshall Buck has pointed out 
an alternative, more combinatorial proof in terms of Euler numbers. These numbers 
essentially measure Vol( [0, l]“n(d(d)\d(d- 1))) an d are defined by counting certain 
permutations of (1, . , n}. 
Note that Propositions 10 and 11 make sense for d= 1 since then the root count is 
just 1 for n linear equations. Also note that an improvement over Bezout’s theorem 
starts slowly at d = 2 (with 2”- n < 2”) and becomes quite dramatic as d increases to 
IZ (n!<<n”). The (l,..., 1)-homogenous version of Bezout’s theorem agrees with our 
mixed volume bound for d = n, but even this version of Bezout’s theorem overshoots 
the number of isolated roots in K” for many other systems. 
The author would like to see Propositions 10 and 11 generalized to the case of 
possibly distinct degrees di for the fi and invites the reader to join the fun. In 
particular, one can see that such a generalization would include an alternative 
interpretation of the permanent of a O-l matrix (see Section 5). 
4.3. Comparisons to B&out 
The results of this paper can actually be used to give convex geometric proofs of the 
multihomogeneous and higher dimensional Bizout theorems. The details are in [41], 
but we will at least remark that these theorems follow from our results simply 
by considering polytopes which are convex sums of scaled simplices of varying 
dimensions. 
As for comparing how badly the Bezout theorems overestimate the number of roots 
in K”, we consider the following example for the usual homogeneous case. (Similar 
examples may be easily constructed for the multihomogeneous versions.) Assume that 
9 is an n-tuple of identical n-dimensional intervals and dim Pi = IZ for all i. Thus let us 
assume that for some choice of { dj} c N, Pi = [0, d 1] x ... x [0, d,] for all i. Assume 
F has only finitely many roots in K”. Then Theorem 4 tells us that F has no more than 
n!ndj roots (counting multiplicities) in K”. By homogenizing F with one additional 
variable and using Bezout’s theorem, we obtain that F has no more than (1 d,)” roots 
in K”. This discrepancy between the mixed volume and Bizout bounds can be 
explained as follows: there are potentially many solutions at infinity which reduce the 
significance of the Bezout bound in affine space, while the mixed volume bound 
generically counts only the affine roots. (This is because these bounds work with 
different compactifications of K”.) In fact, this discrepancy can be extremely large: take 
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d 1 = d and d2 = = d, = 1. Then the Bezout bound exceeds the mixed volume bound 
by a factor of over (l/n!)d”- ’ for fixed II, and a factor of over (l/dJfi)exp(n- 1) (by 
a variant of Stirling’s formula) for fixed d. 
4.4. Homotop_bs algorithms 
The following corollary of Main Theorems 1 and 2 follows from a simple codimen- 
sion argument. 
Corollary 7. Let F=(,f,, . ..., fn) und G=(g,, . ,gk) b e complex polynomial systems in 
n variubles, 9(t) the n-tuple qf Newton polytopes of the komotopy system (1 - t) F + tG, 
and suppose A’,.(.V(O))>O. Tken,,for generic F und G, the komotopy root paths iit 1 i, 
a root of‘(l-t)F+tG, tE[O,I]j are a bounded subset o~(C*)‘XC’~~ 0 &r(9) is 
constunf on [0, 11. 
4.5. The generalized eigenvulur problem 
Consider the generalized eigenvalue problem 
Ax = /IB.X (8) 
where A = [Uij] and B= [bij] are complex n x n matrices, and we seek (A, x) satisfying 
(8) where I.EC and x=[xr:... :x,]EP(C”). Li and Li have formulated and imple- 
mented a record breaking homotopy algorithm for finding solutions of (8) by 
considering this classical numerical linear algebra problem instead as a polynomial 
system [30]. 
Although we know from linear algebra that (8) has at most n eigenspaces, it is also 
beneficial to have a simple (yet general) intersection theoretic result which also tells us 
this fact. Such a result was almost used in [30] and [31]. By homogenizing with an 
extra variable, they embedded the roots of (8) in P(@‘+‘). From Bezout’s theorem, 
they derived that the intersection number of this subvariety is 2” for generic A and B. 
They then subtracted the intersection numbers of the components at infinity via 
Chern’s formula [lS, Ch. 61, and arrived at the proper count of n for the number of 
eigenvalue-eigenvector pairs of (8) for generic, symmetric A and B. 
However, even for general A and B, one can directly sum the intersection numbers 
of the component subvarieties in C”+ ’ defined by (8) without embedding in projective 
space. This can be done by computing a suitable mixed volume via Main Theorem 1, 
and moreover, in the case of (8) this is very easy. We illustrate this through the 
following corollary. 
Corollary 8. The generalized eigenvulue problem (8) has at most n eigenspaces. 
Proof. By definition, an eigenspace of (8) is an irreducible component of the zero set of 
(8) in @I”+’ not equal to @ x (0, . . . , 0). Letting k = s = n - 1 and r = 0 in Main Theorem 1, 
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we immediately obtain a sharp upper bound on the sum of the intersection numbers of 
these components. In particular, let Pi, . . , P,, be the Newton polytopes of the system 
(8). Then by Main Theorem 1, we need only show that .,zY,,(P,, . . . . P,, d)dn, where 
d c iW”+ ’ is the n-simplex Conv { 0, & 1, . . . , a,}. 
LetL=Conv{O,e*,+l}c[W”+l. It is easily checked that Shad,(P,), . . . . Shad,(P,)c 
d+L and Shad,d=d. Hence we need only show that _&‘(d+L;n-l),d)dn. 
Now crl(d+L)+...+~(,(d+L)+cc,+ld=(a,+...+cr,+)d+(cr,+...+a,)L. Since 







.ki!(Ll +L, . ..) d+L,d)=n.% 
n! 
0 
4.6. The cyclic n-root problem 
We now apply our results to a polynomial system arising from Fourier analysis. If 
n > 1, the set of cyclic n-roots [4,7] is the set of roots in @” of the following system of 
equations: 
fl =c 1,1x1+ ... +Cl,nX,, 
f2 = ~2,1~1~2+~“+~2,n-1~,-1~,+~2,n~,~lr 
.Ll=c”-l,lxl . ..X.-1+...+C,~l,n-1X1Xg.~.X,+C,~1,.X2 “‘X,: 
.fn=x1 ... x,- 1 
where ci, j= 1 for all i and j. Let 9 be the n-tuple of Newton polytopes of F. We will 
generalize problem of counting cyclic n-roots by allowing the cij to be arbitrary 
nonzero constants in K. Note that all the roots of F are in (K *)n by the last equation. 
As for the original problem, Backelin and Friiberg [4] counted exactly 924 cyclic 
7-roots (in (C*)“) by using Bezout’s theorem, some nontrivial commutative algebra to 
eliminate 4116 solutions at infinity, and approximately 387 hours of computer algebra 
on a Sun Spare Server 490. (They had already separately approximated 924 distinct 
7-roots.) 
At the Electronics Research Laboratory in UC Berkeley, a software package for 
computing mixed volumes is now in use. In particular, the bound of 924 is 
exactly AI(Y) for n = 7, and this mixed volume took only 1 minute and 2 seconds to 
compute. The following calculations were done in the summer of 1992 on a SUN 
Spare-10, and the author thanks John Canny and Ioannis Emiris for the data in 
Table 1. 
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Table 1 
Mixed volume computations for .Y 
n Time h’(Y) (> # of Isolated Roots of F) 
7 lmin2s 924 
8 9min 37s 2560 
9 1 h 42min 50s 11016 
10 20 h 22 min 1 s 36650 
II 38h 26min 44s” 184756 
“This computation was done on a different machine: a DEC 
3000/500X with a DEC Alpha microprocessor running at 
200 MHz. 
We now briefly discuss exactness of the mixed volume bound in higher dimensions. 
From other recent calculations we know that the values of I K(d) for n~(2, . . . . 7) 
agree with the exact number of isolated roots in C” of the cyclic n-root system. 
Alternatively, by Corollary 3, it would be nice if :Y were in general position. If .P is not 
in general position, it is still possible for the mixed volume bound to be exact, but 
verifying the appropriate genericity condition for F is potentially harder. In any case, 
H.W. Lenstra and the author have classified all PI for which B is in general position: 
n~{2,3,5$. To prove this, one notes that by the structure of 9, it suffices to show that 
for all \V perpendicular to (1, . . , I), there is a k such that the cyclic adjacent k-sums of 
(W 1, . . . . w,) attain their minimum exactly once. Although combinatorial and enjoy- 
able, the details of the argument would be too much of a digression and we omit them. 
However, we point out that a truly interesting result would be to either find a minimal 
sub-n-tuple Q which fills 9 or to prove that ;Ip is irreducible. 
4.7. Mixed volumes 
By a simple refinement of the proof of Corollary 4 (using the propositions and 
lemmata of Section 2.5) we obtain the following generalization. 
Corollary 9. Suppose 2 = (Q 1, . . , Q,,) and 1’ = (Q’, , . . . , QA) are n-tuples of polytopes in 
IR” with rational vertices, such that ,~M(9’)>0 and 2 EL?‘. Then ~%‘(2)=_&(2’) o for 
all WEY’~-‘, ~2’~ has an essential subset I”’ such that Qi’“nQi#@,for all iE1”. 
Remark 16. The above result still holds if we remove the assumption that Ir! and %’ 
have rational vertices, and one can in fact generalize still further to arbitrary convex 
bodies. These generalizations are proved purely geometrically in [13]. 
We also obtain the following formula for mixed volumes involving simplices. 
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Corollary 10. Let Q be any n-simplex in R” and P any polytope in R”. Further assume 
that all the vertices of P and Q have rational coordinates. Then 
&‘(P;Q,n-l)=n!Vol(d(P)) h w ere A(P) is the smallest n-simplex similar to Q, 
containing P. 
Remark 17. Once again, the assumption about rational vertices is unnecessary. 
Moreover, we may assume P to be a convex body. The proof of this generalization is 
also in [13]. 
Proof of Corollary 10. By s[I,,(R)-invariance of the mixed volume, we may assume 
that Q is A. The theorem then follows easily since {Di} x {0, .Gi, . . . . k,}n-l counts 
{0,&i, . . ,6,}” for some suitable subset Di of dA(P)n P. 0 
The following theorem also follows easily from the results of Section 2.5. 
Theorem 10. Suppose E=(E1, . . . . E,). Then D counts E = IDII+...+ID,12JEII 
We remark that this lower bound is tight, and this is realized by choosing E 1 to be 
the vertices of a cube. A full description of what a D which satisfies this lower bound 
looks like can be found in [13,41] 
5. Complexity of a precise root count 
We now state the two main algorithmic problems whose complexity we will 
compare. 
IntersectionNumber 
Input: Positive integers k and n with k < n, finite nonempty subset E 1, . . , E, c Z”, and 
a vector of complex constants ( . . ..c~.~, . ..). where 1 <i<k and eEEi. 
Output: The intersection number in (C*)’ x @‘-’ of the indeterminate polynomial 
system with k-tuple of supports (E 1, . . . , Ek), whose coefficients have been specialized 
with the vector ( . . . . Ci,e, . ). 
MixedVolume 
Input: Positive integers k and n with kdn, and finite nonempty subsets 
EI,...,Ek~Z”. 
Output: The r-shadowed mixed volume A,(EI, . . . . E,, A;n-k). 
We denote the dual formation of MixedVolume (where the inputs are half-space 
intersections) by MixedVolume-. 
As might be expected algorithms which solve the problems IntersectionNumber 
and MixedVolume are closely related. 
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Theorem 11. Fix n, E, and any prohuhility distribution p on @IEII+-“+IEk’ such that 
p(H) = 0 for all hypersurfaces H. Then the output of’ IntersectionNumber is the same 
as the output qf the corresponding instance qf MixedVolume almost surely. 
Proof. This follows easily from Main Theorems 1, 2 and 3. 0 
As for the complexity of MixedVolume, for the reader’s intuition we supply the 
following results communicated to the author by Alexander Barvinok. 
Theorem 12. For jxed n, MixedVolume can be computed in time polynomial in 
IE, I, . ..> 1.4. 
We also state the following interesting fact due to Roy: one can also compute the 
mixed volume by using Griibner bases to find the roots in p(@“+l) of a suitable 
polynomial system, and then counting algebraically which roots lie in (a)*)“. This 
technique gives a complexity bound of O(ndi). where di is the least d such that the 
scaled n-simplex d. A contains a translate of Ei. This novel technique definitely merits 
further attention. 
We also point out that there are several groups of researchers currently implemen- 
ting software for computing mixed-volumes: Canny and Emiris at UC Berkeley, 
Huber and Sturmfels at Cornell, and Haegemans and Verschelde at Leuven. Canny 
has informed the author that he has successfully calculated mixed volumes up to 
dimension 30. 
So, although computing large mixed volumes certainly seems to be tractable for 
current hardware, there is an exponential blow-up to consider when goes to higher 
values of n. The following theorem gives a theoretical reason for this. 
Theorem 13. Computing the permanent of‘an integer n x n matrix is linear-time reduc- 
ible to MixedVolume”. 
Proof. By multilinearity of the mixed volume it is easily verified that ~A’([O,d,,] 
x ... x [O,dJ, . . . . [O,d,,] x ... x [O,d,,]) is the permanent of the matrix [di;]. 0 
It is a well-known fact (e.g. [20,45]) that computing the permanent of an n x n O-l 
matrix is #P-complete. Thus MixedVolume can actually be considered a fairly 
universal problem. 
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